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1. Introduction

The Pharmacy Reengineering (PRE) Inbound ePrescribing (IEP) functionality addresses a longstanding need for the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to be able to receive and process prescriptions from external providers.

In order to improve its ability to deliver Veterans their medications as quickly and efficiently as possible, the Veterans Health Administration (VHA), Patient Care Services (PCS), Pharmacy Benefits Management (PBM) requested a new capability as part of the PRE program to receive inbound electronic prescriptions (eRx) from an external provider (e.g., a doctor not associated with the VA, medical staff at a Department of Defense [DoD] military treatment facility, etc.).

By automating data transmission from external providers to VA, the need for VA pharmacy personnel to manually input Rx data from non-VA providers is largely eliminated, reducing the chance for data to be entered incorrectly or missed.

The modifications to the Veterans Health Information Systems & Technology Architecture (VistA) Outpatient Pharmacy (OP) 7.0 application for Inbound ePrescribing are being released under the national patch module as Patch # PSO*7.0*508.

Additionally, complementing the release of the VistA patch PSO*7.0*508 is the release of an updated IEP Web-based application Inbound ERX v3.0.5.008.

1.1 Inbound ePrescribing Process Flow

This section provides a high-level overview of the IEP process flow. Additional details on the released functionality is outlined in Sections 2 and 3.

1. eRxs are sent from an external provider to SureScripts and/or Change Healthcare (CH). CH provides commercial ePrescribing solutions and, for the purposes of the IEP implementation, serves as a gateway to all participating ePrescribing providers nationwide.

2. CH verifies and transmits eRx transactions to/from SureScripts and/or an external provider’s EHR system and the IEP system.

3. The eRxs are routed from CH to the IEP Processing Hub via the Data Access Service (DAS) external gateway. DAS and CH communicate using https requests over a secured network.

4. In the IEP Processing Hub, auto-checks occur on the eRxs for Patient, Provider, and Drug/SIG. The Master Veteran Index (MVI) is used for patient checking, depending on the data set that is sent by the Prescriber for that patient. For patient Enrollment and Eligibility (E&E) checks, the Enrollment System (ES) is utilized. The ES assists Veterans to enroll for VA healthcare benefits and is the core application that feeds other VA systems with E&E data. The E&E check is optional and can be turned on or off for each site. Patient Registration is also confirmed against the instance of the receiving pharmacy.

5. The Drug Name is matched against the local Drug File first, the VA Product Name next and then the National Drug Code (NDC), depending on which it matches first on. As a note, auto-checks can be incorrect therefore the data must also be validated against the original eRx data sent (Please refer to the Validate Drug/SIG section).
6. The IEP web-based GUI allows users to view and generate reports on the auto-check results in the Processing Hub, as well as manage VA pharmacy information, and search for and print an eRx.

7. Once the eRx has completed all auto-checks in the IEP Processing Hub, the original prescription, as well as the outcomes of all of the auto-checks (patient, provider, and drug), are transmitted to VistA OP. VistA Link is used for the provider and drug checks against the VistA OP system.

8. The VistA OP’s IEP Holding Queue allows for the initial validation and acceptance of an eRx before being transmitted to Pending Outpatient Orders file for additional order checks and then final dispensing.

9. A Refill Renewal Request transaction is originated by the pharmacy. This transaction is for the purpose of requesting approval for additional refills of a prescription once the original number of refills has been dispensed. A Refill Renewal Response is sent by the prescriber to the pharmacy in response to a request to refill a prescription. The response indicates whether the Refill Renewal Request has been accepted or denied.

10. A Cancel Rx Request message is used to notify the pharmacy that a previously sent prescription should be cancelled and not filled. The message is originated by the prescriber system as a Cancel Rx Request message. The Cancel Rx Response message is sent from the pharmacy to the prescriber system in response to a Cancel Rx Request message.

11. Patient Centric View is a dashboard view, in addition to the Traditional View of the eRx Holding Queue, to provide the user the ability to view the eRx records that are in actionable statuses and that are grouped by Patients. The user can further select and view only the patients who have new prescriptions in one of the actionable statuses. The user can also jump to the Outpatient side and navigate back to the Holding Queue when there is a Pending Order for the selected patient. Each site can configure the number of lookback days to view the patient/prescription records that are still actionable statuses in the Holding Queue.

2. Inbound ePrescribing Web-Based Application

Version 3.0 of the IEP functionality includes the release of Web-based application updates in support of User Management screen, Track/Audit, Pharmacy Screens, Reports, Help file updates reflecting new GUI changes and adherence to 508 compliance requirements.

This section provides an overview of the functionality released as part of the Web-based application, including the following modules: Pharmacy Management, Track/Audit, Reports, User Management and Help.

Note that all authenticated VA users will have access to the application, with limited access to only the Home, Reports, and Help modules. Access to the Pharmacy Management and Track/Audit modules are provided by roles assigned by a site’s local administrator.

The IEP Web-based application is accessed at the following link:
2.1 Pharmacy Management

The Pharmacy Management screen allows users to view a list of VA pharmacies, add new pharmacies, edit pharmacy information, and disable/enable a VA pharmacy from receiving eRxs from an external provider. The information entered on the Add Pharmacy and Edit Pharmacy screens is transmitted and updated in the local IEP database. Updates to Pharmacy Management include: removed fields from Pharmacy table that were originally related to Change Healthcare updates, redesigned Add/Update Pharmacy screen to include only the fields that are required, Data-driven configuration to turn on/off E&E check for Patient Match under Pharmacy Management >> Add/Update Pharmacy, change filter criteria to display the list of pharmacies.

2.2 Track/Audit

The Track/Audit screen provides users with the ability to search for an eRx message by various search criteria, including, but not limited to the following: (1) VISN, (2) VA Station ID, (3) Received Date Range, (4) Message Type, (5) Message ID, (6) Relates to Message ID, (7) Patient SSN, (8) Patient First & Last Name, (9) Prescriber’s NPI, DEA#, First and Last Name (10) Message Status, and (11) eRx Reference #, (12) Sent or Received, (13) Prescribed Drug, and (14) Patient DOB. Search results can be exported out to .CSV format and can be viewed in Microsoft Excel.

Updates to Track/Audit: modifications to Track/Audit detail and Track/Audit grid view for New Rx, Rx Refills/Rx Refill Response, Cancel Rx/Cancel Response, Rx Change/Rx Change Response and Rx Fill messages; new Track/Audit report showing linkages of all related messages, restrict non MbM users from being able to view Track/Audit data of MbM sites and change default date range to 2 days (system date and previous date).

2.3 Reports

A Reports module is also available to generate a high-level report on the total number of eRxs, grouped by various statuses and errors for all VISNs, within a VISN, or within a VA Station ID. The report can be exported out to a local or network location in .CSV format and can be viewed in Microsoft Excel. Updates to Reports Module includes renaming one report and creating two new reports. List of Summary reports is now: Summary Report New Rx Only, Auto Check Details Report, Reject Reasons Report and eRx Summary Report. Also default date range change to 2 days (system date and previous date). Usability and readability enhancements were made to all the Summary reports.

2.4 User Management

This screen provides Administrators with the ability to add and modify users and configure their roles. This screen only will display for users with Administrator access. Updates to User Management include: Addition of "Enable/Disable User" function, the removal of “Delete User ”, and assigning users to specific sites. Usability enhancements were made to User Management.
2.5 Help
A Help module is available that provides step-by-step guidance on the application, as well as production support information. When the Help tab is selected, the Help Page displays in a new window. Updates to the Help file include: eRx web GUI Help File has been updated and redesigned to make it 508 compliant and to reflect new GUI changes.

3. Outpatient Pharmacy 7.0 Enhancements
This section provides a brief description of the new features and functionality of the IEP VistA enhancements for patch PSO*7.0*508 in support of: Patient Centric View, Cancel Rx/Cancel Response, Rx Refills/Rx Refill Response, Holding Queue updates, and Outpatient Pharmacy Activity Log updates.

More detailed information on the VistA functionality can be found in the application user and technical manuals found on the Outpatient Pharmacy (OP) VA Software Documentation Library (VDL) repository at the following link:
https://www.va.gov/vdl/application.asp?appid=90

3.1 eRx Message Types
Inbound Electronic Prescribing (eRx) v3 enhancements provides support for new eRx message types. Enhancements have been made that allow a user (pharmacist) to send a Rx Refill Request (also known as a Renewal in VistA) message type to the external provider that originally sent the eRx into VistA. After an Rx Refill Request has been sent to the external provider, the provider will be able to send an Rx Refill Response. New functionality has been added to enable automatic and manual processing of Rx Refill Response messages. Enhancements have also been made to support the receipt of cancel request messages, as well as the generation of cancel response messages. This functionality allows an external provider to send a cancel request message to the VA pharmacy. It also allows the VA to properly respond to the cancel request message. The new message types will be stored along with the New Rx type in the ERX HOLDING QUEUE file (#52.49).

3.2 Remote Procedure Call (RPC)
The Remote Procedure Call (RPC) that supports the receipt of an incoming New Rx has been enhanced to facilitate the filing and management of the new message types being supported.

3.3 Hidden Action 'RR' (Refill Request)
A new hidden action 'RR' (Refill Request) has been created and attached to the 'Other OP Actions' [PSO LM HIDDEN OTHER #2] protocol. This new action allows a user to generate a refill request from pending outpatient orders and backdoor order processing. This refill request is then sent through the eRx processing hub to the external provider who wrote the prescription.

3.4 ERX SERVICE REASON CODES – New Status Values
New status values have been added to the ERX SERVICE REASON CODES file (#52.45) in support of the new refill request, refill response, cancel request, cancel response, and error
messages that will be received in the holding queue. These status values, along with the MESSAGE TYPE field (#.08) in the ERX HOLDING QUEUE file (#52.49) will ensure the messages can be differentiated.

3.5 eRx Holding Queue Message/List View
A new action has been added to the list view in the eRx holding queue. This new action 'Message View' (MV) allows a user to select which types of messages they wish to view. This function makes it easier for a pharmacist or other use to narrow down the list of items they are viewing.

3.6 Patient Prescription Processing - eRx Identifier Added to Prescription Number
A new symbol has been added as an eRx identifier in front of the prescription number in Patient Prescription Processing [PSO LM BACKDOOR ORDERS] and Complete Orders from OERR [PSO LMOE FINISH]. This allows the user to quickly identify eRx prescriptions. The new symbol is '&', and appears in front of the prescription number (i.e. & 1234567).

3.7 Refill Response and Cancel Request Messages
Inbound eRx has been enhanced, and is now capable of receiving refill response and cancel request messages. When receiving a refill response, the system will now link the associated request and response messages, creating a relationship between the two messages. Request and response messages are also linked to the new prescription message or related message that was the source for the original prescription/communication.

3.8 Cancel Requests from External Provider
Inbound eRx has been enhanced to automatically process cancel requests sent from an external provider. If auto-processing is successful, an automated response may be built and sent to the provider automatically. In some instances, the status of the eRx will be updated to an actionable status. In these cases, users will now see the cancel request messages in the eRx holding queue. These cancel request messages require action by the user to acknowledge the cancel request. In some cases, the user will be asked for the type of cancel response message they would like to send back to the provider (approved or denied response). A new action 'ACK' (Acknowledge) can be found in the hidden actions under the eRx summary/details screen.

3.9 Refill and Cancel Message Detail Views
List Manager screens have been enhanced to display details about the refill requests, refill responses, cancel requests, cancel responses, and error messages. These screens give detailed information about the currently selected message type (request/response) as well as information related to the other linked messages. For example, if the selected message is a refill response, details related to the refill request are also displayed to the user. Additional message history information is available at the bottom of the list manager view.

3.10 Processing Refill Response Messages
Inbound eRx has been enhanced to automatically process an 'approved' refill response from the eRx holding queue, into pending outpatient orders. Refill responses that are of the type 'approved
with changes' can be manually processed from the eRx holding queue. The only refill response messages that will require manual intervention are refill responses that contain a provider change.

3.11 Patient Centric View
A new patient centric view has been added to inbound eRx. This view provides users a more generic overview of prescription activity. The new view includes information about the patient, the number of elapsed days the oldest eRx has been in the holding queue, and totals counts for all messages that are actionable by a user.

Once the user selects a patient from the patient centric view, the user will be taken to a prescription view. The prescription view will show only prescriptions for the selected patient.

3.12 Jump to Outpatient
A new hidden action has been added to the summary/details view of an eRx. The new 'JO' (Jump to OP) action uses the currently matched vista patient to pre-select the single patient filter and jump the user directly into 'Complete Orders from OERR' [PSO LMOE FINISH]. This functionality improves workflow and prevents users from being required to exit the Inbound eRx functionality completely. The users can now use the new hidden action to jump directly to the Complete Orders from OERR option to finish processing prescriptions that have been accepted from inbound eRx.
### 4. Inbound ERX v3.0/PSO*7.0*508 Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RM_ID</th>
<th>REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>961496</td>
<td>As a Developer, I need to provide a Clear button on Pharmacy Management and Report Screens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>963174</td>
<td>Create a new user free text field, Comment/Note, in the Holding Queue for both REFREQ and REFRES message types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>964151</td>
<td>Create an ability to view all REFREQs/REFRESs/ERRORs available in the Holding Queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>964160</td>
<td>Create new statuses for outbound REFREQ messages and respective new statuses for REFRES/ERROR messages in the Holding queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>964164</td>
<td>Display all 4 Refill Response Types in the Holding queue and display in List View</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>964166</td>
<td>Display all Error Messages received from the Hub in the Holding queue, in List View</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>964186</td>
<td>Display all outbound REFREQ messages in the Holding queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>964201</td>
<td>Enhance HQ Search Criteria to view all REFREQ/REFRES/ERROR messages available in the Holding Queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>964224</td>
<td>Enhance RN function in OP for eRx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>964230</td>
<td>Generate REFREQ through new hidden option RE, in OP, and send it to the hub by calling Outbound WebService</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>964299</td>
<td>Provide exit out (^) to Pharmacist while prior to generating and sending out REFREQ message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>964300</td>
<td>Remove RR hidden action from the Holding Queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>964301</td>
<td>Create and send Error Message to VistA from the Hub when REFREQ fails to go to Change Healthcare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>964302</td>
<td>Identify and send Error Messages received from Change Healthcare to VistA from the Hub - Refill Request (Outbound)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>964303</td>
<td>Pass the Refill Response code/translations to VistA along with other REFRES message details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>964307</td>
<td>Populate Field #.13 in File #52.49 with Rx# from File #52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>964308</td>
<td>Inbound eRx Feature Request - “§” be added to the left side of the eRx in VistA outpatient pending queue to help differentiate that queue from non-eRx queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>965780</td>
<td>Display the user entered Comment/Note along with Summary/content for both REFREQ and REFRES message types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>965836</td>
<td>Add &quot;&quot;&quot;&quot;Enable/Disable User&quot;&quot;&quot;&quot; function and remove Delete functionality under User Management screen&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>965951</td>
<td>Add a site specific Admin role to eRx Hub GUI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>966019</td>
<td>Store the Medication Dispensed information in the ERX HOLDING QUEUE file (#52.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>966029</td>
<td>Capture Filled # on GUI Summary Report for eRx's filled in VistA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
966048 Create and send Error Message to VistA from the Hub when Cancel Response fails to go to Change Healthcare

967157 Display SSN on eRx Track/Audit Details

967158 As a Developer, I need to move Return to Pharmacy Button for Increased Visibility (near the display of error messages)

967159 Support receipt of Cancelation requests by the Transaction Hub from an External Provider

967160 Change 'RE' function in OP to 'RR

967161 Create and send Error Message to VistA from the Hub when RxFill fails to go to Change Healthcare"

967162 Identify and send Error Messages received from Change Healthcare to VistA from the Hub - Cancel Response (Outbound)

967163 Modify Track/Audit summary for Outbound RxFill Message

967164 Modify Track/Audit detail for Inbound Cancel Request

967165 Modify Track/Audit detail for Outbound Cancel Response

967166 As a Developer, I need to modify Track/Audit summary for Inbound Cancel Request

967167 Modify Track/Audit summary for Outbound Cancel Response

967168 Modify Track/Audit details for Outbound RxFill Message

967169 Modify Track/Audit detail for Outbound Refill Request to include Medication Dispensed segment data

967274 Receive from VistA and send Cancel Response to Change Healthcare from the Hub

967275 Receive from VistA and send RxFill message to Change Healthcare from the Hub

967276 Display summary/content of all Outbound NCPDP REFREQ messages received in the Holding Queue

967277 Display summary/content of 4 Inbound NCPDP REFRES messages received in the Holding Queue

970503 Support receipt of Change Request-Response by the Transaction Hub, from an External Provider

970506 As a Developer, I need to send Change Request-Response to VistA Holding Queue

970512 Restrict non MbM users from being able to view Track/Audit data of MbM sites

970513 Modify Track/Audit summary for Outbound Change Request

970516 Modify Track/Audit summary for Inbound Change Response

970518 Identify and send Error Messages received from Change Healthcare to VistA from the Hub for RxFill messages

970569 Identify and send Error Messages received from Change Healthcare to VistA from the Hub for Change Rx Request

970606 Display NDC in Track/Audit Details
| 970665 | Create/update reports to list out MVI Match / Drug Validation / Provider Match / etc |
| 970674 | Create Track/Audit details for Outbound Change Request |
| 970690 | Create Track/Audit details for Inbound Change Response |
| 970708 | Create a Track/Audit report showing linkages of all related messages |
| 970731 | Create a search option on the Add Pharmacy, to look for a pharmacy |
| 971082 | Create a DB role for troubleshooting purposes only, with no access to PII and PHI data |
| 971374 | Block only New eRxs from being transmitted to VistA when a pharmacy is disabled |
| 971376 | Create a new report to display Reject Reasons against Total eRx's per site |
| 971378 | Process Approved with Changes (AwC) type Refill Response in Outpatient Profile |
| 971379 | Process Approved type Refill Response in Outpatient Profile |
| 971380 | Mimic current OP functionality for precondition checks while generating outbound REFREQ using the RR action |
| 971382 | Display warnings to Pharmacy User at the time of exercising RR function in Outpatient Profile |
| 971385 | Display message details of all Inbound NCPDP ERROR messages received in the Holding Queue when outbound REFREQ messages are sent |
| 971386 | DC eRx in OP when a DNTF Refill Response is received in the Holding Queue |
| 971388 | Allow/disallow VM when an Approved with Changes (AwC) Refill Response is received in the Holding Queue |
| 971391 | Rename role name from "Pharmacy Tech" to "Pharmacy User" |
| 971395 | Limit Pharmacy Edits based on Site Specific Admin role |
| 971397 | Increase the Print Font size when printing from the eRx Hub |
| 971943 | Update current Summary Report on web GUI |
| 973004 | Change 'Ref Num' to 'Original Ref Num' in the Track/Audit Details screen under the Prescription section |
| 977879 | Display a warning under Add/Update Pharmacy for Hub related changes that do not Change Healthcare's directory |
| 977880 | create a new ""eRx Summary Report"" report that includes summary for all transaction types - NewRx/Change/Refill/Cancel/RxFill |
| 977881 | Remove Pharmacy Address columns from Reject and Autocheck reports |
| 977882 | Rename ""eRx"" Summary/Autocheck Details/Reject Reasons reports on web GUI |
| 984303 | Display diagnosis info on eRx Summary view in a compressed format |
| 984304 | Display newest records first when user exercises MV action to view the various message types |
| 984305 | Do not display 'Approved with Changes' Refill Response Type in the List View of the Holding Queue when the changes are in Drug segment only |
984306  Do not display 'Approved' Refill Response Type in the List View of the Holding Queue
984810  Display Approved Refill Response pending renewal activity under the current Activity Log for eRx Prescriptions
985760  Create new status codes and corresponding descriptions in file #52.45 for Cancel Rx functionality
985761  Issues with GUI features on Summary Report screen (applicable to all Reports in general)
985762  Add/update columns to display more fields from each eRx in the list/table view of the matched eRxs on the Track and Audit page
985764  The search date range should default to 2 days or so instead of 1, for both Track/Audit and Summary Reports
985765  Enhance SORT to include Cancel Rx Request message type
985766  Design Message Details view for Cancel Rx Request message type similar to Refill Request Message type
985767  When Cancel Rx Request is received in the Holding Queue, store it in File #52.49
985768  Display Patient/Provider/Drug Autocheck validation statuses under Track/Audit details for each eRx
985769  Process Auto-Cancel on New and Rejected eRx's in the Holding Queue
985770  Enhance SEARCH to include Cancel Rx Response message type
985772  Design Message Details view for Cancel Rx Response message type similar to Refill Response Message type
985773  Enhance AD to include Cancel Rx Request message type
985774  Enhance SEARCH to include Cancel Rx Request message type
985775  Data-driven configuration to turn on/off E&E check for Patient Match under Pharmacy Management >> Add/Update Pharmacy
985776  Enhance AD to include Cancel Rx Response message type
985778  Enhance SORT to include Cancel Rx Response message type
985779  Make the Relates to Message ID on Track/Audit grid view a hyperlink so that the navigation between messages becomes easier
986638  Change codes used under MV for Cancel Request and Cancel Rx to be consistent with Refill message types
988053  Add new column to Pharmacy table to enable/disable E&E check for Patient Match
988118  Update Patient Match logic to bypass/include E&E check on hub side depending on user selection under Add/Update Pharmacy
992432  Create and enable ACK Acknowledge hidden action for Cancel Request in status CAO or CAD
992433  Process Auto-Cancel on eRx's in the Holding Queue that are not in New, PR or Rejected statuses
992469  Process Auto-Cancel on PR eRx's in HQ when the eRx was renewed within VA
992543 Process Auto-Cancel on PR eRx's in HQ and OP when there is an outstanding Approved or AwC Refill Response not in HQ's List View

992834 Enhance Message View action to include Cancel Rx Response message type

992839 Process Auto-Cancel on PR eRx's in HQ when corresponding eRx record is in OP, also auto-DC in OP (Pending eRx's)

992840 Design Message Details view Cancel Rx Response related Inbound ERROR, similar to Refill Request related Inbound ERROR

992848 Process Auto-Cancel on PR eRx's in HQ when corresponding eRx record is in OP (subsequent renewal fill), also auto-DC in OP

992883 Enhance SORT to include Inbound ERROR message type

992901 Create and enable ACK Acknowledge hidden action for Cancel Request in status CAH, CAF, CAP or CAR

992968 Enhance Message View action to include Inbound ERROR related to Cancel Rx Response message type

992987 Enhance Message View action to include Cancel Rx Request message type

992989 Process Auto-Cancel on PR eRx's in HQ when there is an outstanding Denied Refill Response in HQ

992990 Receive and store Inbound ERROR messages in the Holding Queue, but not display in List View

992992 Process Auto-Cancel on PR eRx's in HQ and OP when there is an outstanding AwC Refill Response in HQ's List View (AwC Response has been AC'd in HQ)

992995 Enhance SEARCH to include Inbound ERROR related to Cancel Rx Response message type

992999 Lock all validations, Hold/UnHold/RJ/RM/AC actions on Canceled NEWRX's, Cancel Request and Cancel Response Message types

993933 Process Auto-Cancel on PR eRx's in HQ when corresponding eRx record is in OP, also auto-DC in OP (Active eRx's)

993934 Process Auto-Cancel on PR eRx's in HQ when corresponding eRx record is in OP (DC'd eRx's)

994044 Refactor Inbound Pentaho job to determine the "related to" Hub ID of inbound messages to include with message when sent to VistA Holding Queue

994138 Add Prescriber DEA search criterion to Track/Audit search field list

994155 Modify Track/Audit detail for Inbound Refill Response to include Medication Dispensed segment data

996779 Process Auto-Cancel on PR eRx's in HQ and OP when there is an outstanding AwC Refill Response in HQ's List View (AwC Response has NOT been AC'd in HQ)

997483 Lock all validations, Hold/UnHold/RJ/RM/AC actions on all Inbound ERRORs in the Holding Queue

998586 Update hub side workflow when Cancel Rx is received

998587 Create new status code CAP and corresponding description in file #52.45 for Cancel Rx functionality
998588 Display an incoming Cancel Request in the Holding queue after receiving it from the Hub when the Request could not be matched against a NEWRX in the Hub (updated)

998589 When Cancel Rx Request is received in the Holding Queue, store the Cancel Rx Request with status CAP, if there is no matching NEWRX in HQ

999066 Create the patient centric view with columns displaying counts of NEWRX in the Holding in actionable statuses along with total and last user info

999068 Patient Centric View: Criteria to display count under NEW column

999074 Patient Centric View: Criteria to display count under TOTAL column

999123 Patient Centric View: Criteria to display count under IPR column

999124 Patient Centric View: Criteria to display count under HLD column

999125 Patient Centric View: Criteria to display count under EDAYS column

999126 Patient Centric View: Criteria to display Pharmacy user name under LSTUSER column

999128 Enhance #52.46 to store Last User info every time a lock occurs successfully on that eRx Patient

999129 Create a new action SP/Select Patient, which when exercised brings up only those eRx's for that patient that are in actionable statuses

999236 Patient Centric View: Criteria to display count under WAIT column

999237 When all 3 validations are completed in the HQ, change the status of NEWRX from I to W/WAIT

999238 Need a new Status Code for tech's completion of validation in the Holding Queue once VP/VM/VD have been validated

999977 Change Label - "Refill and Change Quantity" under OP to "Change the # of Refills" while generating RR with option C

999987 Remove fields from Pharmacy table that were originally related to Change Healthcare updates

999988 Redesign Add/Update Pharmacy screen to include only the fields that are required

999989 Modify Refill value for option 'C' while generating outbound REFREQ

999990 Create a new prompt when entering the eRx workflow, asking the user whether they want to see patient centric, or traditional view

1000025 Modify Track/Audit eRx Reference number search to account for “V########” value being entered

1000169 Enhance 'Unhold' to update the status to 'W' if all 3 validations have been completed

1000170 Create post init that will update any active rx's to 'Wait', if all 3 validations have occurred

1007314 Patient Centric View (Testing Story): Ensure that PCV displays 999 patient records that have eRx records in actionable statuses

1007315 Patient Centric View (Testing Story): Ensure that PCV >> Prescription view displays 999 eRx records in actionable status for the selected patient
1007316 Patient Centric View (Testing Story): Ensure that PCV >> Prescription view displays eRx records in actionable status for the selected patient within the # of days set as default parameter in File #59

1007317 Patient Centric View (Testing Story): When an eRx record in Traditional is opened, the same patient's record in PCV should be locked

1007318 Patient Centric View (Testing Story): When a patient record is opened in PCV, the same patient's eRx records in Traditional view should be locked

1007319 Provide short description with single question mark (?) option when the user has to select PCV vs Traditional View

1007368 Provide short description with single question mark (?) option when the user has to select by status after selecting PCV option

1007369 Patient Centric View: Criteria to display count under CCR column

1007370 Patient Centric View: Criteria to display count under OTH column

1007372 When a user selects PCV prompt, provide prompts to further filter by one of the New eRx statuses

1007405 Under PCV, rename the columns to create more room for additional columns

1007483 Enable ACK in the Holding Queue for Inbound Errors related to Refill Requests (RRE)

1007489 Create new status code CAX and corresponding description in file #52.45 for Cancel Rx functionality

1007491 Enable ACK Acknowledge hidden action for Cancel Request in status CAX

1007494 Remove VistA Patient and VistA Provider labels under Cancel Rx Request/Response Message/CNE Inbound Error Details view

1007495 Message Type column needs to be moved to the left, and displayed between eRx Reference Number and Patient name

1007496 Under each Summary Report, when the user uses the horizontal scroll bar, the totals data grid should scroll horizontally as well

1007504 Display DNTF Refill Response related auto-DC activity in the Activity Log for eRx Prescriptions

1007506 Patient Centric View (Testing Story): Ensure that PCV displays patient records that have eRx records in actionable status received within the # of days set as default parameter in File #59

1007509 Create a new option '8. eRx Log' and change to '9. All Logs' under the AL/Activity Logs hidden action in OP

1007537 Enhance VistA Key options

1007683 Process Auto-Cancel on PR eRx's in HQ when the eRx was renewed within VA (through CPRS)

1007684 Lockdown VP/VM/VD/Hold/UnHold/RJ/RM/AC actions for an Approved with Changes Refill Response with Drug segment change only

1007687 Display Refill Request generation activity under the new 'eRx Log'

1007688 When a Denied Refill Response is received in the HQ, change the response status from RXN to RXD
1007691 Display totals row under Track/Audit and Summary Reports exports for all the search criteria

1007692 Lockdown actions for an Approved with Changes Refill Response with PVD segment only or PVD segment and DRU segment change depending on various statuses

1007693 Print action enhancement for Cancel Rx Request and possibly Cancel Rx Response message types in the Holding Queue

1007804 Create a new hidden action from New eRx Summary screen from where the Pharmacy user can jump to OP and navigate back to HQ

1007806 Display AwC Refill Response pending renewal activity under the current Activity Log for eRx Prescriptions

1007807 Enable ACK in the Holding Queue for Denied Refill Responses displayed in the list view for RXD status

1007811 Modify Refill value display in Refill Request/Response Message Details view when an Approved with Changes response is received

1007814 Change status of Cancel Request to CAX when the corresponding Response does not go beyond VistA due to connectivity issue with the Hub

1007818 Lockdown VP/VM/VD/Hold/UnHold/RJ/RM/AC actions for an Approved Refill Response

1007822 When Provider Validation is completed on an AwC Refill Response with PVD segment change, change the AwC response status to RXW

1007825 Make ACK unavailable for AwC Refill Response in List View (Provider segment changes), which is in RXN or RXW status

1007880 Cancel Rx (Testing Story): When an eRx record is opened in Traditional view and a Cancel Request is sent for the current eRx record, the Cancellation should process the same way as with an unlocked record

1007889 Provide short description with single question mark (?) option under ACK action for user selection of Approved or Denied Cancel Response options

1007890 Enable ACK in the Holding Queue for DNTF Refill Responses displayed in the list view for RXD status

1007891 Display eRx related text for pending AwC Refill Response processing activity under the current Activity Log for eRx Prescriptions

1007892 Display Cancel Request related auto-DC activity in the Activity Log for eRx Prescriptions

1007893 Add new status codes RXW, RXD, RXA and IRA in #52.45

1007894 Cancel Rx (Testing Story): When a patient record is opened in PCV and a Cancel Request is sent for one of the eRx's for that patient, the Cancellation should process the same way as with an unlocked record

1007895 Lockdown VP/VM/VD/Hold/UnHold/RJ/RM/AC actions for a Denied Refill Response

1007896 Modify Refill value for option 'R' on outbound REFREQ message
1007897  When an OP eRx is DC'd as a result of a DNTF Refill Response, in the final step, change the response status RXC to RXD
1007898  Lockdown VP/VM/VD/Hold/UnHold/RJ/RM/AC actions for a Denied New Rx to Follow Refill Response
1007899  Process Auto-Cancel on eRx's in the Holding Queue that are in W statuses
1007900  Enable ACK in the Holding Queue for Refill Responses displayed in the list view for RXF status
1007901  Display eRx related text for pending Approved Refill Response processing activity under the current Activity Log for eRx Prescriptions
1007902  Mark inbound messages as delivered (3002) after a retry error indicates the eRx record already exists in the Holding Queue and do not generate an Error message back to the provider
1007903  Modify Refill value display in Refill Request/Response Message Details view when an Approved response is received
1014292  Process Auto-Cancel on PR eRx's in HQ when corresponding eRx record is in OP, also auto-DC in OP (status not in Pending, Active, Discontinued or Done)
1014293  Cancel Rx Testing Story: Whenever an eRx Prescription in OP is auto-DC'd successfully, the corresponding Orders file entry's status should also be updated accordingly
1014638  Enhance VistA Key options for ACK on Refills related Inbound Errors (RRE)
1014847  Provide short description with single question mark (?) option for Refill Request generation prompts R, C and E
1014848  Print action enhancement for REFREQ and REFRES message types in the Holding Queue
1015883  Patient Centric View: Criteria to display patient record and counts under each column based on value set for ERX LOOKBACK DAYS

5. Inbound ERX v3.0/PSO*7.0*508 Defects

5.1 Inbound ERX v3.0/PSO*7.0*508 Known Defects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RTC ID</th>
<th>WORK ITEM DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>862482</td>
<td>Locking issue both in PCV and RX view with multiple VistA sessions open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>862505</td>
<td>Locking issue between PCV / RX view and ERX REFERENCE NUMBER, while searching(SR) the same prescription using ERX REFERENCE NUMBER.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## 5.2 Inbound ERX v3.0/PSO*7.0*508 Defect Fixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RTC ID</th>
<th>WORK ITEM DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>431760</td>
<td>As a Developer, I need to support receipt of Cancelation requests by the Transaction Hub from an External Provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>431761</td>
<td>Display an incoming Cancel Request in the Holding queue after receiving it from the Hub when the Request could not be matched against a NEWRX in the Hub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>431762</td>
<td>Create new status codes and corresponding descriptions in file #52.45 for Cancel Rx functionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>431769</td>
<td>Display all 4 Refill Response Types in the Holding queue and display in List View</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440852</td>
<td>As a Developer, I need to change 'Ref Number' to 'Original Ref Number' in the Track/Audit Details screen under the Prescription section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>494147</td>
<td>As a Developer, I need to support receipt of Change Request-Response by the Transaction Hub, from an External Provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512100</td>
<td>As a Developer, I need to block only New e-Prescriptions from being transmitted to VistA when a pharmacy is disabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>514792</td>
<td>As a Developer, I need to increase the Print Font size when printing from the eRx Hub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>526965</td>
<td>As a Developer, I need to move Return to Pharmacy Button for Increased Visibility (near the display of error messages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>534630</td>
<td>As a Developer, I need to capture Filled # on GUI Summary Report for e-Prescriptions filled in VistA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>534734</td>
<td>As a Developer, I need to create a Search and Export buttons under Pharmacy Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>534810</td>
<td>The search date range should default to 2 days or so instead of 1, for both Track/Audit and Summary Reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>554331</td>
<td>Display all Error Messages received from the Hub in the Holding queue, in List View</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>558378</td>
<td>Generate REFREQ through new hidden option RE, in OP, and send it to the hub by calling Outbound Web Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>559118</td>
<td>Create an ability to view all REFREQs/REFRESs/ERRORs available in the Holding Queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>564319</td>
<td>As a Developer, I need to display SSN on e-Prescribing Track/Audit Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>585104</td>
<td>Pass the Refill Response code/translations to VistA along with other REFRES message details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601032</td>
<td>As a Developer, I need to add a site-specific Admin role to e-Prescribing Hub GUI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601037</td>
<td>Data-driven configuration to turn on/off E&amp;E check for Patient Match under Pharmacy Management &gt;&gt; Add/Update Pharmacy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
604819 As a Developer, I need to create a DB role for troubleshooting purposes only, with no access to PII and PHI data

616458 Create a new report to display Reject Reasons against Total eRx's per site

616458 Create a new report to display Reject Reasons against Total e Rx's per site

616459 As a Developer, I need to create/update reports to list out MVI Match / Drug Validation / Provider Match / etc.

617425 As a Developer, I need to display NDC in Track/Audit Details

625709 Inbound e-Prescribing Feature Request-hurricane symbol be added to the left side of the e-Prescribing in VistA outpatient pending queue to help differentiate that queue from non-e-Prescriptions queue

632236 Populate Field #.13 in File #52.49 with Rx# from File #52

633013 As a Developer, I need to send Change Request-Response to VistA Holding Queue

633014 As a Developer, I need to create Track/Audit details for Outbound Change Request

633016 As a Developer, I need to receive from VistA and send Cancel Response to Change Healthcare from the Hub

633018 As a Developer, I need to add ""Enable/Disable User"" function and remove Delete functionality under User Management screen

633019 Identify and send Error Messages received from Change Healthcare to VistA from the Hub - Refill Request (Outbound)

633020 As a Developer, I need to create Track/Audit details for Inbound Change Response

633021 As a Developer, I need to modify Track/Audit summary for Inbound Cancel Request

633022 As a Developer, I need to modify Track/Audit summary for Outbound Cancel Response

633023 As a Developer, I need to modify Track/Audit summary for Outbound Change Request

633024 As a Developer, I need to modify Track/Audit summary for Inbound Change Response

633851 As a Developer, I need to identify and send Error Messages received from Change Healthcare to VistA from the Hub for Change Rx Request"

633863 As a Developer, I need to identify and send Error Messages received from Change Healthcare to VistA from the Hub - Cancel Response (Outbound)"

633896 As a Developer, I need to identify and send Error Messages received from Change Healthcare to VistA from the Hub for Rx Fill messages"

641924 Enhance HQ Search Criteria to view all REFREQ/REFRES/ERROR messages available in the Holding Queue

641925 Display all outbound REFREQ messages in the Holding queue

641926 Create new statuses for outbound REFREQ messages and respective new statuses for REFRES/ERROR messages in the Holding queue
As a Developer, I need to create and send Error Message to VistA from the Hub when REFREQ fails to go to Change Healthcare
Enhance RN function in OP for e-Prescribing
Provide exit out (^) to Pharmacist while prior to generating and sending out REFREQ message
Display Approved Refill Response pending renewal activity under the current Activity Log for eRx Prescriptions
Print action enhancement for REFREQ and REFRES message types in the Holding Queue
Enable ACK in the Holding Queue for Denied Refill Responses displayed in the list view for RXD status
Remove RR hidden action from the Holding Queue
Create a new user free text field, Comment/Note, in the Holding Queue for both REFREQ and REFRES message types
As a VistA Developer, I need to DC e-Prescribing in OP when a DNTF Refill Response is received in the Holding Queue
As a VistA Developer, I need to display message details of all Inbound NCPDP ERROR messages received in the Holding Queue when outbound REFREQ messages are sent
As a VistA Developer, I need to display summary/content of all Outbound NCPDP REFREQ messages received in the Holding Queue
As a VistA Developer, I need to display summary/content of 4 Inbound NCPDP REFRES messages received in the Holding Queue
As a VistA Developer, I need to change 'RE' function in OP to 'RR'
As a VistA Developer, I need to allow/disallow VM when an Approved with Changes Refill Response is received in the Holding Queue
As a VistA Developer, I need to process Approved Type Refill Response in Outpatient Profile
As a VistA Developer, I need to process Approved with Changes Type Refill Response in Outpatient Profile
As a Developer, I need to provide a Clear button on Pharmacy Management and Report Screens
Generating Refill Request (RE) through backdoor orders getting the hard error. 2 different errors are displaying. Please see description for errors
Actions are not displaying when I enter 2 question marks in the Summary screen (e-Prescribing Holding Queue Display) at Select Action: Next Screen/
Selecting ""^"" or not entering number of Refills ""at ""Enter # of Refills:"", throwing error in the backdoor orders.
As a VistA Developer, I need to display the user entered Comment/Note along with Summary/content for both REFREQ and REFRES message types
The typo ""request"" needs to be ""Request"" for the ""Generating refill/renewal request for Rx #: "" in the backdoor orders
654437 As a Developer, I need to limit Pharmacy Edits based on Site Specific Admin role
654472 As a Developer, I need to modify Track/Audit detail for Inbound Cancel Request
654646 As a Developer, I need to modify Track/Audit detail for Outbound Cancel Response
654681 As a Developer, I need to receive from VistA and send Rx Fill message to Change Healthcare from the Hub
654688 As a Developer, I need to create and send Error Message to VistA from the Hub when Cancel Response fails to go to Change Healthcare
654690 As a Developer, I need to create and send Error Message to VistA from the Hub when Rx Fill fails to go to Change Healthcare
654782 As a Developer, I need to modify Track/Audit summary for Outbound Rx Fill Message
655357 As a VistA Developer, I need to mimic current OP functionality for precondition checks while generating outbound REFREQ using the RR action
655639 C - REFILL AND CHANGE QUANTITY function is not working in the Backdoor Orders
655640 The text "Enter # of Refills '^
' to exit: (0-11): " needs to be "Enter # of Refills or '^' to exit: (0-11)
655641 When I do "???" at "Select message type:" for the Message View (MV) on the list view screen, not displaying all message types
655957 As a Developer, I need to modify Track/Audit details for Outbound Rx Fill Message
656328 As a VistA Developer, I need to store the Medication Dispensed information in the ERX HOLDING QUEUE file (#52.49)
656750 System is allowing the sending of the REFILLREQUEST for the e-Prescriptions that are having 1 or more refills remain.
656756 Number of refills has to change to (1-11) for "Enter # of Refills or '^' to exit: (0-11)
656761 Refill Response messages are not displaying in the Refill Response list view screen by going Message View or Search in the holding queue
656761 Refill Response messages are not displaying in the Refill Response list view screen by going Message View or Search in the holding queue.
656769 Error messages (both Inbound and Outbound) are not displaying in the Error list view screen by going Message View or Search in the holding queue.
658268 As a Developer, I need to modify Track/Audit detail for Outbound Refill Request to include Medication Dispensed segment data
658913 Refill Request getting OUTBOUND error with 3006. Pharmacy store address is not sending in the REFILLREQUEST when New Rx don't have Pharmacy store address
660172 Search With "'ERX status'" is not working for RRN, RRE and RRR, not displaying query results
Refill Response - Reason Code not displaying in Track/Audit for all the Refill Responses Approved, Approved with Changes, Denied and Denied New Prescription to Follow

As a Developer, I need to create a Track/Audit report showing linkages of all related messages

As a VistA Developer, I need to display warnings to Pharmacy User at the time of exercising RR function in Outpatient Profile

Getting the error for searching the NEWRX using Message View (MV) or Search by using MESSAGE TYPE (option 7)

SR - Search Queue is not working for ERX STATUS, DRUG NAME and PROVIDER NAME

As a Developer, I need to restrict non MbM users from being able to view Track/Audit data of MbM sites

As a Developer, I need to rename role name from Pharmacy Tech to Pharmacy User

Pharmacy disabled - For Refill Response, Processing hub Outbound job is not sending the error message back to Change Healthcare when Pharmacy is disabled

User Management - Enable/Disable check box - When I keep the cursor on check box displaying as Delete record checkbox for row1, it is supposed to be something like Enable/Disable User

User Management - Adding new user getting the error

VistA Holding Queue not displaying the ERROR messages received from the Hub in the List view

Pharmacy Management - Edit Pharmacy is displaying unnecessary error when click on the Update button by removing VISN value

When DAS is down (DAS port changed), Processing Hub (Outbound table) still sending the Refill Request to CH successfully with Message Status 4001

For ""RRN"" and ""RRR"" messages ""MESSAGE HISTORY"" is not displaying, and for all the messages ""New e-Prescribing Reference #:"" is not displaying

For ""RXN"" (REFILL RESPONSE NEW) message ""VA Rx#:"" is not displaying

As a Dev Tester, I will create 508 Compliance Testing on e-Prescribing application on the VistA side

As a Dev Tester, I will create 508 Compliance Testing on e-Prescribing application on the Hub side

As an RA/PA/CM/TW, I need to update Documentation for V3.0/Sprint 3

As a Developer, I need to update current Summary Report on web GUI

As a Developer, I need to update current Summary Report on web GUI

As a Developer, remove Pharmacy Address columns from Reject and Auto check reports
As a Developer, create a new "e-Prescriptions Summary Report" report that includes summary for all transaction types - New Rx/Change/Refill/Cancel/Rx Fill

As a Developer, rename eRx" Summary/Auto check Details/Reject Reasons reports on web GUI

As a VistA Developer, I should not display 'Approved' Refill Response Type in the List View of the Holding Queue

As a VistA Developer, I should not display "Approved with Changes" refill response type in the list overview of the holding queue when the changes are in the drug segment only

Modify Refill value for option 'C' while generating outbound REFREQ

The "Change of Prescription Status Flag" is not being displayed on the hub side for Cancel Rx

Reason code is not displaying in the REFILL RESPONSE INFORMATION for the Refill Response message

Certification Testing - Refill Request getting the NCPDP corrupted error (3006) in Outbound table, not able to send it to Change Healthcare. Please see description and attachments for more details

Lockdown VP/VM/VD/Hold/Un-Hold/RJ/RM/AC actions for a Denied Refill Response

Duplicate New Rx messages (one faxed, one electronic) - VistA Side Resolution

Include NDC in Medication Dispensed segment while sending Refill Request

When an inbound message has Written and/or Effective Date 365 days or older, the Provider has to be notified if it is not filled

Fill Status information is not being displayed on the Rx Fill page (Fill Status, Code Description, Note)

The Medication Dispensed segment does not contain the "e-Rx Ref Number", "Message ID", and "Relative to Message ID" fields for Refill Request page

# of refills: needs to be # of Refills Requested: when R or C is selected for REFILLREQUEST

Refill Response - Responses APPROVED, APPROVEDWITHCHANGES, DENIED, are not displaying in the REFILL RESPONSE INFORMATION in the Refill Response summary details

Certification Testing - Refill Responses are getting MESSAGE STATUS 3005 (VISTAOP_DELIVERY_RETRIES_EXCEEDED) at hub Inbound job (INBOUND_NCPDP_MSG Table)

Provide short description with single question mark (?) option for Refill Request generation prompts R, C and E

Error displaying when INBOUND ERROR message is selected from the list view screen

Auto Discontinue the e-Prescribing in OP is not working when DNTF Refill Response is received in the Holding Queue
Refill Response is not working for allow/disallow VM when an Approved with Changes Refill Response is received in the Holding Queue

As a Dev Tester, I will be performing 508 Compliance Testing on e-Prescribing application on the VistA side

REQUEST (Rx Change Request) segment is displaying in the New Rx Track/Audit details

When A/PRN is the Refill Qualifier with no Refill value sent in on an inbound transaction message, display the qualifier in the e-Prescribing Refills field

The Medication Requested segment is missing fields "NDC", "Drug Form", and "Refills" in the Rx Change Request Track/Audit details

When multiple medications are requested, they are not displaying correctly in the Medication Dispensed section of the Track/Audit details

When multiple medications are requested, they are not displaying correctly in the Medication Dispensed section of the (CI)

Not able to filter e-Prescription Summary Report based on Name or NCPDP # as listing in AC2

When Refill value is over 11 in the Refill Response or when the day supply is 90 and the refill value is over 3, Holding Queue should mimic OP functionality

Inbound Errors are not coming in to VistA holding queue and error status is not displaying RRE

As a Developer, I need to display a warning under Add/Update Pharmacy for Hub related changes that do not Change Healthcare's directory

Holding Queue is not displaying the "RXF" "RRR" message statuses when e-Prescribing is discontinued in OP before sending the DNTF REFILLRESPONSE

VistA SIG is not displaying PI when PC is not copied over to it in OP Edit, prior to finishing the eRx

Autocheck Details report failed count not matching with Patient/Provider/Drug match failure due to system error

Certification Testing - Outbound Refill Request message should have same Refills segments in both Med Prescribed and Med Dispensed segments

Under Med Dispensed section of Message Details view of REFREQ/REFRES, 'VistA Refills' must be the same value as in File 52 for that e-Prescription

Refill Response sent with relates to message ID of a NEWRX or an unrelated REFREQ results in hard error when the message is opened in the Holding Queue

#Rx in Process is displaying zero records currently, even though there are corresponding Verify messages for the new e-Prescriptions

Errors displaying in the Installation File Print in CHYL08 test environment

Accepting New Rx in Holding queue and generating Refill Request in OP, receiving the JTA Transaction unexpected error while saving the VistA Outbound message
Approved with Changes Refill Response with Provider Changes - 2 Verify messages are sending to CH - One Verify message from Hub and another Verify message from VistA when Accepting e-Prescription

User Management Page _ Single Station ID displaying duplicate rows
Change button label from 'Return to Pharmacy Information' to 'Return to Pharmacy Management'

VistA Processing Errors section is not displaying in the summary details for the DNTF Refill Response when the prescription is DC before sending the DNTF response from CH

JTA Exception occurring sporadically when an e-Prescription is accepted from the Holding Queue

Not Eligible for Refills is not displayed in the GUI for Reject Reasons report
Reject reasons are filtered based on the New Rx date and not the actual reject dates.

Pre-condition check - Able to generate the Refill Request from OP for an Suspended (S) e-Prescription

As a Vista Developer, I need to display newest records first when user exercises MV action to view the various message types

As a VistA Developer, I need to display diagnosis info on e-Prescribing Summary view in a compressed format

Sure-Scripts Finding 1: Include Substitutions tag under Med Dispensed of REFREQ, echo back from NEWRX

Sure-Scripts Finding 2: NDC is not 11-digit, stripping leading zeroes on the Medication Dispensed segment of REFREQ

Precondition check - Maximum number of renewals (26) has been reached

Lockdown VP/VM/VD/Hold/Un-Hold/RJ/RM/AC actions for a Denied New Rx to Follow Refill Response

When Cancel Rx Request is received in the Hub, perform a match against the NEWRX messages using the Message ID linkage

Enhance Message View action to include Cancel Rx Request message type
Enhance Message View action to include Cancel Rx Response message type
Enhance SORT to include Cancel Rx Response message type
Enhance SORT to include Cancel Rx Request message type
Enhance SEARCH to include Cancel Rx Request message type
Enhance SEARCH to include Cancel Rx Response message type
Enhance AD to include Cancel Rx Response message type
Enhance AD to include Cancel Rx Request message type

When Cancel Rx Request is received in the Holding Queue, send a Denied response if there is no matching NEWRX

Design Message Details view for Cancel Rx Request message type similar to Refill Request Message type
701347 Design Message Details view for Cancel Rx Response message type similar to Refill Response Message type
702713 Receive and store Inbound ERROR messages in the Holding Queue, but not display in List View
702714 Design Message Details view Cancel Rx Response related Inbound ERROR, similar to Refill Request related Inbound ERROR
702714 Design Message Details View Cancel Rx Response related Inbound ERROR, similar to Refill Request Related Inbound ERROR
702719 Enhance SORT to include Inbound ERROR message type
702725 Enhance SEARCH to include Inbound ERROR related to Cancel Rx Response message type
702729 Enhance Message View action to include Inbound ERROR related to Cancel Rx Response message type
703351 Process Auto-Cancel on New and Rejected e-Prescriptions in the Holding Queue
703353 Process Auto-Cancel on e-Prescriptions in the Holding Queue that are not in New, PR or Rejected statuses
703354 Lock all validations, Hold / Un Hold/RJ/RM/AC actions on Canceled NEWRX's, Cancel Request and Cancel Response Message types
703359 When Cancel Rx Request is received in the Holding Queue, store it in File #52.49
703359 APPROVED Refill Response Provider Segment Changes after finishing the Refill Response in OP, REFILL RESPONSE is displaying with the message status RXC (Refill Response Complete) in list view screen. Also, the VM action is unlocked
703359 Bulk Validation - System also asking validations for the Refill Response messages that are in the list view screen
703359 Change codes used under MV for Cancel Request and Cancel Rx to be consistent with Refill message types
703359 # In Process column is currently displaying only 0 and showing less station ID values for Reject Reasons Report
703359 Display totals row under Track/Audit and Summary Reports exports for all the search criteria
703359 Sure-Scripts Testing - For Medical supply, VistA has to send REFILLREQUEST without NDC in the Medication Dispensed segment to the external provider and Drug Coverage Status Code has to be send in both
703359 Typo on the e-Prescription Holding Queue Display screen for - CANCEL REQUEST RECEIVED
703359 Typo in 'ADD Comment' in the list of options
703359 The export button for the reject reasons report isn't working
703359 Pharmacy Management Screen - Clear button not clearing the 'Pharmacy information added successfully' message
703359 SORT/SO does not work after Message View/MV action is invoked
703359 Process Auto-Cancel on PR eRx's in HQ when the eRx was renewed within VA
712252 Create and enable ACK Acknowledge hidden action for Cancel Request in status CAO or CAD

712962 Pharmacy Management page - Warning message on the Add/Update Pharmacy pages need to be corrected.

713623 Create and enable ACK Acknowledge hidden action for Cancel Request in status CAH, CAF, CAP or CAR

714387 Validate Drug - selecting the fields like 1-5, 6,7 or 1-5, 6,7 throwing hard error when editing the Drug for the fields at "Which field(s) would you like"

715059 Medication Dispensed' section need to be removed from the Cancel Rx and Cancel Rx Response details screen

715544 Cancel Rx - Cancel Request is getting denied at HUB when sending the Relates to Message ID in Cancel Rx Request is same as Message Id of the Original New Rx

716211 New Rx - Action "'AD'" should not allow for New Rx to add comments

717738 DevTest only Story - Web GUI Help file updates for Java Build 3.0.3.003

718403 e-Prescribing with status 'CAN' are listed in the eRx Holding Queue list view

718437 e-Prescribing with status 'CNP' are listed in the eRx Holding Queue list view

718447 The canned note "'Rx was never dispensed. Rejected at Pharmacy.'" needs to be displayed on the cancel response details view screen for the rejected (RJ)

718447 The canned note is not being displayed on the cancel response details view screen for both new(N) and rejected (RJ) statuses

718454 Refactor Inbound Pentaho job to determine the "related to" Hub ID of inbound messages to include with message when sent to VistA Holding Queue

718507 Process Auto-Cancel on PR eRx's in HQ when corresponding eRx record is in OP (DC'd eRx's)

718605 Pharmacy Management _ Getting error on clicking the 'Save' button on the Add Pharmacy page.

720766 Expected canned message is not displaying in the response for the rejected eRx.

721080 Mark inbound messages as delivered (3002) after a retry error indicates the eRx record already exists in the Holding Queue and do not generate an Error

721836 AD (Add Comment) - Getting the error when adding the REQUEST/RESPONSE COMMENTS

725530 Display informational text when a user tries to generate REFREQ off of a pending eRx line entry in OP

726470 Update hub side workflow when Cancel Rx is received

728706 Patient Centric View: Criteria to display count under EDAYS column

729180 Patient Centric View: Criteria to display count under CCR column

729182 Patient Centric View: Criteria to display count under OTH column

730672 Rel to Msg ID"" hyperlink opening the parent message and not relates to message (CI)

730718 Display Cancel Request related auto-DC activity in the Activity Log for eRx Prescriptions
731060  Print action enhancement for Cancel Rx Request and possibly Cancel Rx Response message types in the Holding Queue
731846  When a user selects PCV prompt, provide prompts to further filter by one of the New eRx statuses
731847  Enhance VistA Key options
731848  Provide short description with single question mark (?) option when the user has to select PCV vs Traditional View
731849  Provide short description with single question mark (?) option under ACK action for user selection of Approved or Denied Cancel Response options
731851  Modify Refill value for option 'R' on outbound REFREQ message
731852  Modify Refill value display in Refill Request/Response Message Details view when an Approved response is received
732480  Developer Task: Web GUI Help file updates for B3 Sprint 3 (CI)
732731  eRX_508: We are missing the Alt=""U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs
732752  eRX_508: Navigating using the tab key on the Pharmacy Managing page, not in order
732752  eRX_508: Navigating using the a tab key on the Pharmacy Managing page, not in order (CIs)
732760  eRx_508: Keyboard operable user interfaces in the product do not have a visible focus indicator
732760  eRx_508: Keyboard operable user interfaces in the product do not have a visible focus indicator
732763  eRX_508 From the Track/Audit eRX page, the calendar is not read properly using screen reader (CI)
732764  eRX_508: Patient DOB read as (Patient DOB (DOB being read as "DOB")
732764  eRX_508: Patient DOB read as (Patient DOB( DOB being read as "DOB"). (CI)
732797  eRx_508: The assistive technology users do not know if an item is selected to view and edit data in the user role filed
732797  eRx_508: The assistive technology users do not know if an item is selected to view and edit data in the user role filed
732935  Developer Task: As a Developer, I need to perform Refactoring of Code (CI)
732937  Remove fields from Pharmacy table that were originally related to Change Healthcare updates (CI)
732938  Add/Update Pharmacy screen to include only the fields that are required (CI)
732944  Message Type column needs to be moved to the left, and displayed between eRx Reference Number and Patient name
732944  Message Type column needs to be moved to the left, and displayed between eRx Reference Number and Patient (CI)
733310  Pressing the <Enter> key after entering text in the "NCPDP ID:" and "Pharmacy Name: "fields opens the "Add New Pharmacy (CI)
734595 Developer Task: Develop database table/materialized view to capture performance stats/status (CI)

734595 Developer Task: Develop database table/materialized view to capture performance stats/status (CI)

734762 Add new status codes RXW, RXD, RXA and IRA in #52.45

734764 When an OP eRx is DC'd as a result of a DNTF Refill Response, in the final step, change the response status RXC to RXD

734765 When Provider Validation is completed on an AwC Refill Response with PVD segment change, change the AwC response status to RXW

734767 Make ACK unavailable for AwC Refill Response in List View (Provider segment changes), which is in RXN or RXW status

734777 eRX_508: Help page auto-scrolls before JAWS reads through the page

736620 Search by ERX Status for RXP is not pulling up any results while MV shows RXP records

737575 Process Auto-Cancel on eRx's in the Holding Queue that are in W statuses

738666 When an AwC Refill Response is received with changes in the Prescriber segment, OP is displaying old Provider info even though the new Provider was

738668 Need to see # of refills on Rx being renewed during RR process

739617 Create new status code CAX and corresponding description in file #52.45 for Cancel Rx functionality

739618 Change status of Cancel Request to CAX when the corresponding Response does not go beyond VistA due to connectivity issue with the Hub

739619 Enable ACK Acknowledge hidden action for Cancel Request in status CAX

740414 Pressing the <Enter> key after typing search text does nothing, which is not consistent with the other search fields on other tabs

740414 Pressing the <Enter> key after typing search text does nothing, which is not consistent with the other search fields on (CI)

741028 Remove VistA Patient and VistA Provider labels under Cancel Rx Request/Response Message/CNE Inbound Error Details view

745300 Create a new hidden action from New eRx Summary screen from where the Pharmacy user can jump to OP and navigate back to HQ

745495 Under each Summary Report, when the user uses the horizontal scroll bar, the totals data grid should scroll horizontally as well

746001 The prompt to select PCV or traditional view is displaying as 'Enter response: PT//' where as in the AC it is mentioned as 'Select By: (PT/RX)// PT'

747139 When a Cancel Rx Request is received in the hub, if more than one NEWRX message is successfully matched, the jobs are halted in the INBOUND_NCPDP_MSG table

747139 When a Cancel Rx Request is received in the hub, if more than one NEWRX message is successfully matched, the jobs (CI)

747723 PCV_ EDAYS count not refreshing when the status of an eRx is changed to PR from W.
PCV the values displayed in the EDAYS column need to be right aligned.

Under PCV, rename the columns to create more room for additional columns

Enable ACK in the Holding Queue for Inbound Errors related to Refill Requests (RRE)

When a Denied Refill Response is received in the HQ, change the response status from RXN to RXD

Under PCV, rename the columns to create more room for additional columns

Enable ACK in the Holding Queue for Inbound Errors related to Refill Requests (RRE)

When a Denied Refill Response is received in the HQ, change the response status from RXN to RXD

Create a new option '8. eRx Log' and change to '9. All Logs' under the AL/Activity Logs hidden action in OP

Display eRx related text for pending Approved Refill Response processing activity under the current Activity Log for eRx Prescriptions

Display DNTF Refill Response related auto-DC activity in the Activity Log for eRx Prescriptions

Patient Centric View (Testing Story): Ensure that PCV displays 999 patient records that have eRx records in actionable statuses

Patient Centric View (Testing Story): Ensure that PCV >> Prescription view displays 999 eRx records in actionable status for the selected patient

Patient Centric View (Testing Story): Ensure that PCV >> Prescription view displays eRx records in actionable status for the selected patient within the # of days set as default parameter in File #59

Patient Centric View (Testing Story): Ensure that PCV displays patient records that have eRx records in actionable status received within the # of days

When the eRx was renewed within VA, sending a Cancel Rx is not auto-cancelling the eRx entry

Lockdown VP/VM/VD/Hold/UnHold/RJ/RM/AC actions for an Approved Refill Response

Lockdown VP/VM/VD/Hold/UnHold/RJ/RM/AC actions for an Approved with Changes Refill Response with Drug segment change only

When the eRx is in Hold queue in OP, sending a Cancel Rx is not auto-cancelling the eRx entry

Confirmation prompt with Yes/No options is not displaying when the user selects a Cancel Response Type.

Patient Centric View (Testing Story): When an eRx record in Traditional is opened, the same patient's record in PCV should be locked

Patient Centric View (Testing Story): When a patient record is opened in PCV, the same patient's eRx records in Traditional view should be locked

Cancel Rx (Testing Story): When a patient record is opened in PCV and a Cancel Request is sent for one of the eRx's for that patient, the Cancellation should process the same way as with an unlocked record

Cancel Rx (Testing Story): When an eRx record is opened in Traditional view and a Cancel Request is sent for the current eRx record, the Cancellation
750051  Modify Refill value display in Refill Request/Response Message Details view when an Approved with Changes response is received

750069  Display AwC Refill Response pending renewal activity under the current Activity Log for eRx Prescriptions

750070  Display eRx related text for pending AwC Refill Response processing activity under the current Activity Log for eRx Prescriptions

750080  Enable ACK in the Holding Queue for DNTF Refill Responses displayed in the list view for RXD status

750273  Lockdown actions for an Approved with Changes Refill Response with PVD segment only or PVD segment and DRU segment change depending on various statuses

750306  Provide short description with single question mark (?) option when the user has to select by status after selecting PCV option

750819  508 - In “Pharmacy Management” link “NCPDP ID” doesn’t read by the assistive technology (CI)

750822  Developer Task: DevTest only Story - Web GUI Help file updates for B4 Sprint 1 (CI)

750831  Developer Task: As a Developer, I need to perform Refactoring of Code (CI)

750904  Bulk Validation is not working for the Provider (VM)

752962  Enable ACK in the Holding Queue for Refill Responses displayed in the list view for RXF status

752974  Process Auto-Cancel on PR eRx's in HQ when the eRx was renewed within VA (through CPRS)

753535  When auto-cancel is processed on eRx's in the Holding Queue that are in W statuses, the Cancel Request is changed to CAO where it is expected to be

753546  CNE Message view details is not displaying error details and CNE is currently displaying in the list view

754280  VM and AC is locked when Refill Response in RXN status in list view.

755237  The logic is not correct when sending Refill Request with R.

755808  Developer Task: Link horizontal scroll bars on main and total report grids (CI)

757100  When acknowledging a DNTF Refill Response that is in RXD status, the acknowledge message is displaying wrong as Cancel request acknowledged

757114  After acknowledged, the RXA status should not display in the list view. Currently RXA status is displaying in the list view

757156  The maximum number of actionable statuses in PCV should be 999, but only 100 shows

758294  Developer Task: Modify Inbound Job to handle scenario (CI)

758488  The Approved and Denied descriptions appear to be swapped.

759308  The ED column is not updating in the PCV after editing the ""ERX DEFAULT LOOKBACK DAYS"" in File 59

761457  Getting hard error on selecting Print option for Cancel Request.
761463  Print option is locked for Cancel Response message in Holding Queue.

762128  Cancel request not changing to CAX when Auto-generated Cancel Response does not go beyond VistA

764535  508 - In “Pharmacy Management” link “NCPDP ID” doesn’t read by the assistive technology (CI)

764544  In Track/Audit link VISN does not read by the assistive technology.

764544  508 - In “Track/Audit” link “VISN” doesn’t read by the assistive technology. (CI)

764547  508 - In “User Management” link “Add User” does not read by the screen reader.

764547  508 - In User Management link Add User does not read by the screen reader.

766822  The horizontal scroll bars act independently and the columns don't align when scrolling.

767432  Print Font size when printing from the eRx Hub is very small (CI)

767915  eRx 508: Information, structure, and relationships conveyed through presentation cannot be read (programmatically determined)

767915  eRx 508: Information, structure, and relationships conveyed through presentation cannot be read (programmatically determined (CI)

767935  eRx 508: Text and images do not have a contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1.

767935  eRX_508 Text and images do not have a contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1.

767939  eRX_508: The timeout function does not allow the user to turn off, adjust, or extend the time limit

767939  eRX_508: The timeout function does not allow the user to turn off, adjust, or extend the time limit (CIs)

768372  eRx_508: Information, structure, and relationships conveyed through presentation cannot be read (programmatically determined) - Table

768372  eRx_508 Information, structure, and relationships conveyed through presentation cannot be read (programmatically determined) - Table

768373  eRx_508: Information, structure, and relationships conveyed through presentation cannot be read (programmatically determined) - Pharmacy Management

768373  eRx_508: Information, structure, and relationships conveyed through presentation cannot be read (programmatically determined) - Pharmacy Management

768382  eRX_508: The correct reading sequence cannot be read (programmatically determined)

768382  eRX_508: The correct reading sequence cannot be read (programmatically determined)

768383  eRx_508: Content functionality is not operable through a keyboard interface

768383  eRx_508: Content functionality is not operable through a keyboard interface

768385  eRx_508: The name, role, and value of user interface elements in the product cannot be read (programmatically determined) - Pharmacy Management

768385  eRx_508: The name, role, and value of user interface elements in the product cannot be read (programmatically determined) - Pharmacy Management
768386  eRx_508: The name, role, and value of user interface elements in the product cannot be read (programmatically determined) - Track/Audit

768386  eRx_508: The name, role, and value of user interface elements in the product cannot be read (programmatically determined) - Track/Audit

768387  eRx_508: The name, role, and value of user interface elements in the product cannot be read (programmatically determined) - User Management

768387  eRx_508: The name, role, and value of user interface elements in the product cannot be read (programmatically determined) - User Management

768600  Developer Task: Code correction for ""Low"" Fortify findings (CIs)

768713  Cancel request on NewRx with same Message ID cancelling a different NewRx

769885  Incorrect Acceptance Criteria: Pending Approved Refill Response activity is not being logged under '3. Activity', under the AL/Activity Logs hidden action

769918  Display the last known status of the canceled NEWRX in the Cancel Request/Response Message Details view

769945  The Refill Request Inbound Error is not showing up in the list view, but it should

769963  The Refill Request - Refill Request Error is showing up in the list view, but it shouldn't

769992  Incorrect Acceptance Criteria: Pending AwC Refill Response activity is not being logged under '3. Activity', under the AL/Activity Logs hidden action

770041  The user does not have the option to filter the PCV based on a specified hold type.

770063  Once a status type is selected entering the PCV, the list should be filtered based on the status type, but should include totals for all other statuses

770290  Whenever a manual Approved Cancel Response is sent during ACK, the canned note should be: "Rx canceled at Pharmacy"

770294  Process Auto-Cancel on PR eRx's in HQ when corresponding eRx record is in OP, also auto-DC in OP (status not in Pending, Active, Discontinued or Done)

770296  Cancel Rx Testing Story: Whenever an eRx Prescription in OP is auto-DC'd successfully, the corresponding Orders file entry's status should also be

770717  The "Number of Records" count is not being displayed at the bottom of the .csv file for Track/Audit data"

770771  Developer Task: As a Developer, I need to perform Refactoring of Code (CIs)

770851  Display the current status of the eRx on OP side on the Message Details view of the Request and Response messages

770929  Enhance VistA Key options for ACK on Refills related Inbound Errors (RRE)

771001  Patient Centric view page displaying incorrectly the ED field value is not sorted in correct order Oldest to newest

772001  Failing Test Case eRX: Create a new action SP/Select Patient, which when exercised brings up only those eRxs for that patient that are in actionable

772410  Last Known Status of the NewRx is displaying 'WAIT' in some cases

772430  Last Known Status in the Cancel Rx and Cancel Response message details view is displaying blank when a Cancel Rx sent to cancel a New Rx
772459 Add 3 char code to Hold description. Only Hold description is displaying in the Cancel Rx message details view when a Cancel Rx is sent to cancel an eRx in Hold stat
772479 Display RJ and RM as the last known statuses for the Rejected and Removed eRxs
772768 The ERX LOOKBACK DAYS incorrectly filters the PCV list for "All" view
773275 Last known status on the Cancel Response message details view is displaying 'New' instead of 'N-New' when a Cancel Rx is sent to cancel a New Rx
774701 Station IDs with the same number are showing multiple times in the Station ID drop-down menu
775420 Failing Test Case "eRx:Message Type column needs to be moved to the left, and displayed between eRx Reference Number and Patient name" when executing Test Execution Record "eRx:Message Type column needs to be moved to the left, and displayed between eRx Reference Number and Patient name_Inb eRx v3.0.4 SQA Sprint 1"
775531 Patient Centric View: Criteria to display patient record and counts under each column based on value set for ERX LOOKBACK DAYS
780180 Last known NewRx status is not supposed to display on Refill request and Refill response message details view in HQ
780226 Getting a hard error for RRE status when Print action enhancement for REFREQ message types in the Holding Queue
782566 When a user SORTs by received date, the Holding Queue should display in the order of newest to oldest
783031 Getting CAF status for Cancel Request in HQ when a CancelRx is sent for eRx's that are in Deleted / Drug-Interactions / Non-Verified statuses in OP
783511 Getting CAO status for Cancel request in HQ when a CancelRx is sent to eRx that is renewed through CPRS and is listed in the Pending queue in OP
783767 The VISN pull-down is not displaying any values on the Pharmacy Management page.
783769 When refreshing the Pharmacy Management page, the user is brought back to the Add Pharmacy page
787654 Pharmacy user editing the VistA Patient under VP is able to add a new patient
787657 Tradition View >> List View display logic is overriding the ERX DEFAULT LOOKBACK DAYS parameter value
787660 Search/SR by DOB is breaking under PCV with a Hard Error
787663 MV/Message View display needs to display Newest to oldest records
788055 Getting error for Cancel Response when a cancel Request is sent for an original eRx in OP with Pending Approved Refill Response
791092 eRx Refills on OP from an Approved or AwC Refill Response is displaying Refills value from the original Refill Request not from the Response itself
791481 Option C under RR should allow user to choose 0-11 and the when the user keys in 0, the request should have 1
791484 Display Refill Response Type at the top of Message Details view to avoid confusion caused by RXD status for both Denied and DNTF

791487 Patient Centric View: CCR actionable statuses need to be added to the filter list for selection (5 CCR >> RXN, RXW, RXD, RXF, CAO, CAR, CAH, and CAP)

791491 Statuses CAD / CNX / RXI can be removed from #52.45 if they are not going to be used

791959 Approved with Changes (Provider segment changes) Refill Response - Accept eRx in HQ screen is jumping without displaying the message. Please see the

791965 Refill Request for Active eRx - "Select Orders by number:" is not working in OP

792109 When saving at the New Pharmacy details screen, the user is logged out and returned to the login screen

793097 PCV incorrectly displays counts from other facilities

795524 Message View should be available in Patient Centric View for consistency

795998 JAXBException in CTXVistA while generating Refill Request for Simvastatin 10 MG prescriptions

796203 Indicate that the New Rx is on hold in 'eRx status' field on eRx Summary screen

796682 Hold Reason Comment Text not fully displayed on eRx Validation Screen

796712 Pharmacy user needs to be able to search the Holding Queue >> Traditional View using the eRx Reference #

796719 Pharmacy user needs to be able to search the Holding Queue >> Patient Centric View using the eRx Reference #

796750 When the web GUI used logs out, s/he is not directed to the IAM-SSOi landing page

796798 #New Rx column needs to be displayed under the 'Reject Reasons Report' and #InProcess column should be renamed as #Accepted by Pharmacy

796832 #Rejected by Pharmacist column should be renamed as '#Rejected by Pharmacy' under 'Summary Report New Rx Only'

797105 If an eRx prescription has expired, prescription should allow for Refill Request within 120 days from expiration date, even when refills remaining is not zero

797322 Status History changes need to be displayed for all message types in the Holding Queue from eRx Summary screen/Message Details view

800003 Admin users do not have the ability to select multiple sites to be assigned for one user by CTRL + site selection prior to clicking add button

800004 GUI - Track/Audit Search by eRx Reference # should not be case-sensitive

800006 When an AwC response is received, eRx Refills and value under 'Changed Items' section should be displaying the same number

800007 In Traditional view, when SR is done by Patient Name/DOB, only actionable messages are displaying for all non-New Rx message types

801189 When a NewRx in ""Wait ""statuses and after editing VP, VM or VD but not AV it still displays as "Wait" instead of ""In Process"
802723  Developer Task: Refactor - Code Correction (CI)
803533  In VistA when searched by ERX REFERENCE NUMBER not retrieving outbound eRx record when searched with <eRx reference #>
804914  eRx_508: Help section are styled and indented to indicate a hierarchical structure. This structure cannot be read
804917  eRx_508: List structures cannot be read
806776  eRX_508: Text and images do not have a contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1
808729  eRX: Keyboard operable user interfaces in the product do not have a visible focus indicator - Track/Audit section:
808730  eRx_508: The name, role, and value of user interface elements in the product cannot be read (programmatically determined) - Track/Audit
811307  Developer Task: As a Developer, I need to perform Refactoring of Code (CI) (Refactored Code Listed in VDD)
812383  When the CMOP flag is set to true for the division, it causes the eRx and CMOP activity logs to be reversed
813296  Non-Actionable Messages visible in PSO ERX HOLDING QUEUE
815239  eRx_508: JAWS cannot read out loud the column sort order i.e. If a column is sorted ascending or descending in both screens
815575  Output from an older Patient Name Search showed up in newer Name search under PCV
816980  Time delay with MV search on RR and RE in PCV
818731  Exercising Sort/SO under Patient Centric View is resulting in a hard error
821510  Technical: PSO*7*508 T16 merged 482 and 508;
821884  Developer Task: As a Developer, I need to perform Refactoring of Code"
822568  Locking through PCV is not locking the patient record
822575  Status missing for Refill Requests when two NewRx's are sent with same Message ID
823027  eRX: Search option returns incorrect error message for the Pharmacy Management page
831047  eRX: Incorrect results with exporting functionality in the Pharmacy Management screen when a valid and existing NCPDP ID is keyed in
832157  PCV - Elapsed Days Calculation anomalies
843777  Technical: Merge of VistA Patch 508 with other dependency patches

6. Product Documentation

Documentation describing the new functionality introduced by this patch is available. The preferred method is to retrieve files from download.vista.med.va.gov. This transmits the files from the first available server. Sites may also elect to retrieve files directly from a specific server.
Sites may retrieve the software and/or documentation directly using Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) from the ANONYMOUS.SOFTWARE directory at the following OI Field Offices:


The documentation will be in the form of Adobe Acrobat files. Documentation can also be found on the VA Software Documentation Library at:
https://www.va.gov/vdl/application.asp?appid=90

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>FTP Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSO_7_0_P508_ig.pdf</td>
<td>Installation Guide - Inbound ePrescribing (PSO<em>7</em>0*p508)</td>
<td>Binary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO_7_0_P508_img.pdf</td>
<td>Implementation Guide - Inbound ePrescribing (PSO<em>7</em>0*p508)</td>
<td>Binary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO_7_0_P508_rn.pdf</td>
<td>Release Notes - Inbound ePrescribing (PSO<em>7</em>0*p508)</td>
<td>Binary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO_7_0_tm.pdf</td>
<td>Technical Manual/Security Guide - Outpatient Pharmacy V.7.0</td>
<td>Binary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO_7_0_P508_um.pdf</td>
<td>User Manual - Inbound ePrescribing (PSO<em>7</em>0*p508)</td>
<td>Binary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>